A method of allocation of Stokeslets and collocation points for the Boundary Singularity Method (BSM) is proposed to solve Stokes flows about single droplets and merging droplets settling on the surface of fibers in filtration process using moderate number of singularities.
computational physics including micro-and nano-scale Stokes flows about particles, fibers and their ensembles (Zhao and Povitsky [1] [2] [3] [4] and Zhao [5] ) and became more advantageous over traditional mesh-based methods (Wrobel [6] ). BEM and BSM require optimization of allocation of boundary elements to reduce the computational time and increase solution convergence. It was shown in Mikhaylenko and Povitsky [7] that CPU time of BSM method needed to obtain solution of the same accuracy in terms of Stokes force and velocity may drop 4 to 6 times depending on the scheme of allocation of singularities.
The modelling of Stokes flowfield about micro-and nano-scale droplets in proximity to fibers describes flow physics of fibrous filtration and is crucial in predicting drag force and filtration efficiency (Hosseini and Tafreshi [8] , Viswanadam and Chase [9] , Kulkarni et al. [10] ). The modelling of flow about droplets and computation of total drag and velocities about surfaces at different stages helps to clarify particle and droplet capturing mechanism (Winkler et al. [11] ). On another hand, the problems of hydrodynamic interaction between surfaces are challenging in terms of the BSM application, because singularities located near the points of contact of the bodies increase the condition number of computational matrix and negatively affect solution accuracy. Therefore, the problem of optimal allocation of singularities becomes a critical part of computational set-up.
The paper consists of the following sections. In Section 2, formulation of problem and proposed Stokeslet allocation scheme are discussed to model the system of single and merging droplets at the surface of cylindrical fiber. Section 3 represents comparison of the BSM simulation results obtained for the traditional and proposed Stokeslet allocation schemes in terms of accuracy of velocity vector field. The capability of the BSM together with the proposed Stokeslet allocation schemes to solve real practical problems is demonstrated in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions and future research objectives are presented in Section 5.
Proposed Stokeslet allocation scheme for systems of droplets and fibers
Depending on properties of the hydrophilic or hydrophobic fiber surface, the following problems are considered in the present study. First problem considered is the Stokes flow (Re < 1) about spherical droplet on surface of hydrophobic cylindrical fiber (see fig. 1a )). The second problem represents the Stokes flow about merging droplets forming "peanut-shape" cluster around hydrophilic surface of cylindrical fiber ( fig. 1b) ). Finally, the third problem is related to hydrodynamic interaction of two droplets in the Stokes cross-flow sliding over the surface of cylindrical fiber and merging into a "peanut-shape" droplet cluster.
For the third problem of the flow about two merging droplets attached to the hydrophilic fiber, the Cassinian parametric 2-D curve (Goldberg and Chen [12] ) was selected to obtain a 3-D "peanut-shape" merging droplet cluster model. Similar-shape uniform Stokeslet allocation scheme presented in [7] was used to set up "peanut-shape" cluster model ( fig. 1c) ).
Formulation of the problems and solution discretization
The governing equations to model Stokes flow are given as follows:
The equations are solved for no-slip (u θ | r=R = 0) and no-penetrating (u r | r=R = 0) boundary conditions. The droplet-fiber system is exposed to the uniform velocity cross-flow oriented in the y-direction (see fig. 1a) ). No surface tension and viscoelastic deformations are considered at this study. Velocity and pressure BSM fundamental solutions in terms of sums of Stokeslets are given as follows:
(2)
is a radius-vector between a Stokeslet and collocation point, indices i and j denote Stokeslets and collocation point respectively, k = 1,2,3 and m = 1,2,3 are Stokeslet, velocity and pressure vector components, μ is a dynamic viscosity. To solve the system MF=B, where B is the right-hand side vector of velocities at collocation points and F is a vector of Stokeslet intensities, one obtains the matrix M applying Einstein summation rule:
(1) 11
Before application of the BSM to the Stokes flow about ensembles of droplets of complex convex-concave shapes and spherical droplets in proximity to each other, a simple 3-D Stokes flow about single sphere and a 2-D Stokes flow about cylinder were solved to validate the approach. The obtained results have matched well-known analytical solutions (Fay [13] , Batchelor [14] ) for the sphere:
and for cylinder (per its unit length):
where ∞ is a far-field velocity. 
Selection of Stokeslet allocation scheme
For the problem of the Stokes flow about spherical droplet settling on fiber depicted at fig. 1a , the ratio of droplet to fiber ℎ ⁄ = 0.5 was selected first.
The method of submerged Stokeslets presented at fig. 1 was used, i.e. fundamental solutions were located under the surface of considered geometrical model. The normalized Stokeslet allocation radius for spherical droplet was chosen = 0.7 as an optimum one proposed in [5] , and the uniform Stokeslet allocation scheme was selected as described in [7] .
Placement of Stokeslets for cylindrical fiber ( fig. 2 ) was studied in terms of velocity vector field and Stokes force accuracy. In order to apply BSM to the 3-D Stokes flow about the finite length fiber (cylinder) and to get accurate velocity vector field, one has to place Stokeslets so as the Stokeslets' normalized allocation radius is as follows:
The analysis of geometrical setup of the Stokes flow about spherical droplet touching a fiber solved with the BSM leads to elevated condition number of the matrix M caused by near-parallel vectors directed from Stokeslets to collocation points [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This requires allocation of Stokeslets close to the surface. Values of outside of range (6) distort velocity flow field for a cylinder and affect accuracy of the solution about sphere in proximity to the point of contact, In order to avoid this inaccuracy, the Stokeslet submergence depth in the vicinity of point of contact needs to be small enough, that is → 1. However, numerical experiments show that as → 1, the velocity component of the resulting flow field about cylinder is incorrect near the cylinder surface ( fig. 3a) ). If < 0.5, the computational matrix M condition number increases and the solution becomes inaccurate. For traditional "equidistant" scheme with = 0.1 with = 650 Stokeslets, the condition number increases to 1.1674e+026. Using the same scheme with = 0.7 and = 802 Stokeslets, the condition number obtained was 6.6079e+019. To satisfy condition (6) apart of point of contact and to improve solution accuracy near the point of contact, the radius should vary along the fiber depending on the distance from the point of contact (x=0). Stokeslet allocation scheme for the flow about droplet on a fiber: a) equidistant scheme, b) alternative scheme. -collocation points, -Stokeslets.
Two schemes for 3-D flow about finite cylinder with attached droplet are considered: the traditional "equidistant" scheme ( fig. 2a) ), where Stokeslet placement radius = in the axial direction and the new scheme described here. The proposed scheme satisfies condition (6) apart from point of contact and, simultaneously, allows allocating Stokeslets close to surface near the contact point. The allocation depth as a function of distance to contact point is described by the following formula:
where -axial coordinate along the cylinder, -Stokeslet allocation radius, -parameter defining the location of Stokeslets closest to the surface of cylinder near the point of contact with a spherical droplet at the middle length of cylinder: = 0, is a differentiation coefficient affecting the range of Stokeslet allocation radii along the fiber.
As an advantage of the proposed scheme of allocation of singularities, the 3-D velocity vector field becomes more accurate compared to the traditional "equidistant" Stokeslet allocation scheme as shown in Section 3.
Flow field for droplet attached to fiber: validation of the method
The resulting solution for a spherical droplet touching cylindrical fiber using "equidistant" Stokeslet allocation scheme with = 0.97 is shown at fig. 3a ). One may observe irregular velocity vectors near-penetrating the boundary of the cylinder.
For proposed Stokeslet allocation scheme applied to the case of Stokes flow about droplet on a fiber, the parameters of scheme introduced by eqn (7) were taken: = 0.075, = 10 and = 0.97, where = 10 and = 1 are dimensionless length and radius of cylindrical fiber for this case. By varying parameters and it is possible to tune the scheme in the way to reduce the number of Stokeslets and achieve accurate flowfield parameters. For example, by changing parameter from 0.075 to 0.05 and keeping = 0.97 it was possible to achieve accurate velocity vector field for = 352 Stokeslets instead of = 560 for traditional scheme. The minimum condition number achieved for proposed scheme was 1.83e+019 for = 444 Stokeslets.
A similar effect in terms of velocity vector field accuracy was obtained for the problem of the Stokes flow about "peanut-shape" droplet cluster on a cylindrical fiber. Submergence of Stokeslets with = 0.7 or application of proposed Stokeslet allocatiocation schemes helped resolving this issue.
Application of the BSM to practical Stokes flow problems
In order to demonstrate capability of the BSM and proposed Stokeslet allocation schemes for droplet-fiber system, three test problems of variation of the Stokes force about cylindrical fiber loaded with spherical droplets are considered as shown at fig. 1 .
The first problem presumes evaluation of drag versus the radius of spherical droplet sticking to a fiber. The ratio of radii ℎ / varied from 0.1 to 1 ( fig. 4a) . The second test problem is evaluation of Stokes force at flow angles between flow velocity vector and y-axis varying from 0 to 90 degrees. The results illustrated on fig. 4b were obtained for the different length-to-radius ratio for comparison. First case is presented for unit length cylinder with = 1 and the second case is presented for the length-to-radius ration equal to 5. The third problem studies the flow about two droplets, one sliding along the fiber toward another and merging into a "peanut-shape" cluster. All these problems are important in terms of determining filtering efficiency and help predicting droplets and particles capturing effects (Yarin and Chase [15] ).
Stokes force (total drag force) was calculated for spherical droplet at cylindrical fiber of unit length using the proposed BSM approach and then normalized over analytical Stokes force value for circular cylinder (5). The results provided at Fig. 4b are somewhat comparable to the total drag shown in [7] for cylindrical fiber loaded with sticking droplet dendrite for considerable solid volume fraction and packing density. The solid volume fraction is determined as:
where is the single droplet volume, -view area and ℎ is the depth of view. In the present test problems = 9.82%, which is close to the one presented in [7] . The Stokes flow about two droplets settling at fiber merging to "peanutshape" cluster are shown at fig. 5 . The Stokes force about spherical droplets was evaluated for both longitudinal and transversal far-field flow orientation. Stokes force (total drag) about two merging spherical droplets at cylindrical fiber versus distance between droplets normalized over droplet radius. The limiting case is a "peanut-shape" cluster (PNC) that is formed by droplets at merger phase.
It is worthwhile noting that accurate solution could not be obtained for traditional schemes (non-uniform for spherical droplet and "equidistant" for cylindrical fiber) discussed above for any Stokeslet allocation radius and any number of Stokeslets, therefore the proposed Stokeslet allocation scheme or alternative schemes are needed. 
Conclusions and future work
Simulation of the Stokes flow about droplet sticking to cylindrical fiber and about "peanut-shape" cluster of merging droplets was performed and comparison of traditional versus proposed Stokeslet allocation schemes was presented. Traditional Stokeslet allocation schemes combine non-uniform similar-shape scheme for spherical droplet and "peanut-shape" cluster and "equidistant" scheme for cylindrical fiber, while proposed scheme include "non-equidistant" (exponential) submergence depth for cylindrical fiber and uniform similar-shape scheme for spherical droplet and "peanut-shape" cluster. The large condition number of matrix M represented by eqn (3) and consequent inaccuracy in solution at the point of contact and adjacent areas have been overcome with smaller Stokeslets allocation depth at those areas. The resulting solution using BSM together with the proposed scheme of allocation of singularities shows growth of total drag with the increase of settling droplet radius. Evaluation of the results obtained for the Stokes flow about the droplet-fiber system shows that the maximum drag is achieved when the angle between the far-field flow vector and direction from the fiber axis to droplet center is 45 degrees. The results obtained for two merging droplets may be compared with the ones obtained by Goldman et al. in [16] for two particles in longitudinal or transversal translational motion in a creeping flow.
